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Thankful user

Date: Tue, 5 Jul 2005
From: Djoume SALVETTI <salvetti@crans.org>
To: Andreas Tille <tille@debian.org>
Subject: Re: cdd ACCEPTED

Oups! Sorry for the noise, I have misconfigured my debarchiver. :-/

(BTW, many thanks for cdd-dev, I foudn it very usefull! :-) )

Djoume

Explanation

I dont really build a CDD. I’m working in a enginnering school (IFITEP) and I’m switching all PC (a hundred) from Redhat to Debian sarge. Each courses require a set of software, so I’m building a meta-package for each courses (debian-ifitpe-java, debian-ifitpe-maths, etc..) and adjust the dependency according to the need of the teacher. I will certainly have to adjust the dependency during the school year (for example if a teacher have forgotten to tell me something) and the best way I have found to keep the PC in sync is to:
- make the meta package as explained before
- make a local repository
- auto-upgrade the PC at boot time and with a cron
With the help of your CDD-HOWTO, I have found it very easy to build meta-package and I’ve have also decided to make a "private" meta-package with a selection of packages I can’t live without and use it when I made a new debian install.
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Past
- Short history
- Obliged to users
- Limits to Growth
- Deriving from Debian

Present
- Grouping of packages
- Adapting package configuration
- Documentation

Future
- Technical
- Structural
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- Makes Debian stronger if done the right way
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This talk can be found at

http://people.debian.org/~tille/talks/
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